
TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile

Your app for PSD2 compliance
  

TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile makes security simple and user-friendly.

TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile at a glance

              
 µ PSD2 compliance through strong authentication
 µ Secure portal application with bilateral  

 authentication
 µ Create digital signatures (for example, EBICS  

 or FinTS)
 µ Release orders via a second, independent channel
 µ Compromising detection via signature counter
 µ Data exchange via QR code encrypted by the  

 application
 µ Push notifications about current processes
 µ Support of fingerprint/touch ID and  

 face ID
 µ Multi-language capability
 µ White labelling



Supported systems

              
 µ iOS 9.x and above
 µ Android 5.x and above

Overview
TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile's core functionality is creating 
and verifying digital signatures.  For payments, TRAV-
IC-Sign-Mobile allows corporate customers to check 
and confirm orders using the signatures supplied by the 
bank. It also enables corporate customers to securely 
authenticate orders by creating an EBICS or FinTS signa-
ture. This secure authentication functionality can be 
applied to any communication involving web portals, in 
any industry. 

Your benefits
TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile makes security simple. With 
TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile, you can offer your corporate 
customers a user-friendly option for secure communica-
tion. This, in turn, will earn you their trust.

International
TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile is available in multiple languag-
es. German, English, French, Spanish and Italian are 
currently supported. Other languages can be added if 
required.

Security
State-of-the-art cryptographic procedures guaran-
tee high-level security for your data in the app. Fur-
thermore, a hybrid encryption optimally protects the 
communication route between the app and the con-
nected server against interception or tampering by third 
parties.

Add push messages
TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile can be enhanced by add-
ing PPI's push service. With this additional option, 
TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile can be used to send targeted 
information to customers' smartphones and smart 
watches. Combined with the PPI's bank servers, TRAV-
IC-Sign-Mobile can instantly notify corporate custom-
ers of important events.

White labelling
Impress your corporate customers by customising  
TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile to match your own individual de-
sign. Be it a custom colour scheme, a font, or your own, 
unique design – we'll make it happen for you.
Thanks to its use of current usability standards and setup 
by means of a QR code, TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile is easy to 
operate, convenient and secure.

Shape the future with us
TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile never stops evolving. We at PPI 
strive to develop a useful tool for your online banking 
by considering your wishes and needs. We invite you to 
actively participate in the ongoing development of  
TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile and to tell us what you want and 
need. Don't hesitate to get in touch - we're here for you.
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For questions and further information
                 

PPI AG
Moorfuhrtweg 13
22301 Hamburg
Germany
www.ppi.de

Jeannine Hoffmann
Sales
T +49 40 227433-1622
M +49 160 8808453
jeannine.hoffmann@ppi.de

TRAVIC-Sign-Mobile

The user-friendly option for secure communication
  


